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Abstract

Russia and Climate Change

The Arctic is experiencing climate change at an alarming rate. This is providing
new opportunities for countries to exploit the region for its natural resources and
waterways. As such, countries in the region are preparing for the opening of
Arctic and the potential benefits it could bring. However, Russia is placing itself
in a position of geopolitical power to try and regain its global power status.
Russia has been developing its Arctic capabilities far faster than any other state in
the region. One example of this is Russia’s investment in its Northern Fleet, at
the end of the Cold War much of this Northern Fleet was mothballed, but now
new life is coming back into the great Arctic Fleet. Russia can also expect to gain
some unique advantages that few other countries will get to experience as climate
change progresses. The growing benefits and capability of Russia has made many
of the other Arctic states uneasy. However, the Arctic has never known war or
armed conflict before, in this sense, it has the ability to be a bridge of peace
between nations.

Arctic Climate Change
Global Affects
• Sea level rise
• Severe storms
• Degradation of wind streams and • Loss of biodiversity
ocean currents
• Warming of the Oceans
• Increased cloud coverage
• Loss of Polar Ice Cap
Causes
• Feedback Loops
• Anthropogenic Forces

• Opening of trade routes.
• Lower cost of heating.
• Increased access to natural
resources, on land and sea.

Pros
• Development of agriculture.
• Greater access to once empty
territory.

Cons
• Damage to Arctic cities due to • Drought in established
permafrost melt.
agricultural zones.
• Collapse of infrastructure.
• Increased forest fires.
• Release of dangerous levels of
methane.

Picture 1. Railroad damage due to melting permafrost.

Russia Moves on the Arctic
Lomonosov Ridge

• Russia claims an additional 150 • Scientific team from Russia
nautical miles through an
plants flag at the bottom of the
extended continental shelf.
Arctic.
• Continental shelf claim
• Main purpose of Lomonosov
submitted to UN Commission
claim is to claim vast amounts of
on the Limits of Continental
natural resources recently located
Shelf in 2001 and again 2009.
in the region and to establish
Russia as an Arctic Power

Development of Kola Peninsula
• U.S.S.R Focus
• Largest city in Arctic Circle
• After collapse was abandoned • Home to Russia’s Arctic Fleet
• Climate change has renewed • Development of mineral
efforts in the region
extraction

Military Escalation
• Three new infantry brigades for • Creation of a total of 23 new
the Arctic, including one
submarines, 51 new surface ships,
motorized brigade.
15 frigates, and 25 corvettes
• Establishment of Sputnik Base
• The Arctic holds 81.5 percent of
located 16km away from
Russia’s sea-side nuclear armament
Norwegian border.

• Natural Cycle
• Arctic Amplification

Countries in the Arctic Circle
• Russia
• Denmark (via Greenland and the
Faroe Islands)
• Sweden

•
•
•
•

Picture 2. The Northern Sea Route.

The United States
Canada
Finland
Norway

Recommendation for the United States
•
•
•
•
•

Arctic Fleet
Investment in Arctic Naval Fleet. • Secure U.S. interests.
Power projection in the region.
• Prevent Russian hegemony
Improve Relations
Northwest Passage dispute
Arctic Council.
between Canada and U.S.
• Cooperative military training
Exploit control over the Bering
exercises.
Strait via Alaska.
• Maintain NATO alliance to keep
Remain an active member on the
pressure on Russia

Picture 3. Arctic States and EEZs.

Economic Sanctions
• Evaluate whether established
• Maintain NATOs commitment to
sanctions are effective enough to
maintain sanctions on Russia.
pacify a growing Russian threat.
Picture 4. Lomonosov Ridge claim
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